
Readings: Exodus 20.1-17; John 2.13-22 
 

“Destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it again.”  
 

I wonder what you do with old photographs?  Recently I have been trying to get mine into some 
semblance of order and in doing so came across a picture of myself dressed as a dragon.  I had on 
green shiny scales, thick sweeping tail, a sort of dragonly jump suit for my first role in a Soho 
Pantomime in which I, when I was the Rector there, was to get up and lisp the old Seekers song 
“Puff the Magic Dragon” (and if you happen to be too young to know about the Seekers well then, 
you are out of touch, retro is in).  
 
That the role of Dragon was chosen for my first Soho Community Centre Panto I realised somewhat 
ruefully afterwards was not entirely accidental.  The new Rector – first woman incumbent in 
London’s West End Churches and eager to get things livened up – was sometimes a bit scaly and 
defensive when she heard the words No, can’t do that, we tried that one years ago!  
 
We act defensively, don’t we, when our identity, often hard won, is being threatened or questioned – 
we tense up, we stop listening, we get ready not to change at any cost.  When people get under our 
skin we slam down the draw bridge rather than experience the pain that the change they offer may 
bring.  In personal relationships the defensive stance stops us understanding the other, where they 
are coming from.  In political relationships, as we see so lethally played out in the relationship 
between Israel and Palestine, defensiveness stops us inching our way slowly towards creative 
reconciliation and peace.  Defensiveness usually brings about our own crash, our own destruction, 
and we need beware lest we take others with us. 
 
Almost from the word go Jesus got the religious authorities of his day on the defensive.  Jesus is 
new wine which bursts through the old wine skins.  Very early in St John’s Gospel we find Jesus, 
threatening those authorities.  “By whose authority do you do these things?” they angrily ask him in 
today’s reading from John.  But in the other gospels, too, before we are many chapters in, after the 
mounting of huge expectation that Messiah has indeed come, the Scribes and the Pharisees are 
already plotting how they may destroy him!  
 
Why does Jesus so get under their skin?  It’s a mistake of course to simply see them as unintelligent, 
or grossly self-seeking, or cruel, to distance ourselves from the Scribes and the Pharisees, the High 
Priest and the Sanhedrin, as if they might not be like us.  These are the Archbishops, the Cathedral 
Chapters, the City Councillors of their day – wise and upright men on the whole charged with the 
difficult task of maintaining their people’s religious and political identity while a fair but utterly 
ruthless foreign power has them in its grip.  
 
Nevertheless Jesus really disturbs them and that right fast.  How does he do it?  Or rather what is 
the meaning of this disturbance in them?  Today’s Gospel Story which the writer of John’s Gospel 
positions right at the start of Jesus ministry gives us clues about why, what makes them so 
extremely defensive as to decide early on it would be better to get this of this man than have him 
hanging around. 
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Jesus is relocating in people’s minds and hearts where God is to be found. 
 
For the Jewish people God was to be found in Temple and in Torah.  The temple was to be the place 
where all people could come to worship their God.  You will remember because they are used at 
Christmas and Epiphany those beautiful phrases from the Old Testament about a broad and 
beautiful highway through the desert, bursting with good food along the way and blooming with 
flowers beside the wayside – a road leading to Jerusalem, the city of the Great King and to the 
Temple the seat of God’s presence for all to travel along, the feeble ewes about to give birth and the 
little jumping lambs, the lion and the kid, travelling kings and foreign queens, ALL coming to bend 
down in awe.  
 
But the Temple had stopped being a place open to all – privilege and prestige now dictated where in 
the complex to attend, and size of sacrifice to be given.  Hierarchy based upon tribe and role and 
gender and wealth and wellness and certainly nationality determined closeness to the presence.  
Remember the painful story of the pool of Siloam – the sick were left to lie at the Sheep Gate and 
even there the offer of healing was severely restricted to one each time the waters were disturbed!   
 
Jesus at the cleansing of the Temple is aligned with psalm 69’s words.  “Zeal for your house will 
consume me.”  This psalm will be quoted once more when Jesus is dying of thirst at his crucifixion – 
this story is used by John to suggest not only that Jesus is superseding the Temple as the place of 
God’s presence but that the sacrifice of his own death will replace atonement for sin by temple 
sacrifice.  Jesus is relocating where God is to be found – already in the Gospel all are able to come to 
him for forgiveness, healing and instruction in the things of God, already they may join his 
company.  But soon he will become even more defenceless , even more available.  He will move 
outside the gates of power and well-being, to be a body hanging on a tree, utterly defenceless and 
vulnerable.  Jesus is relocating God. 
 
Jesus is relocating the children of God. 
 
Practices connected to both temple and law had become restrictive of who is to be recognised as a 
child of God, to be considered within the reaches of God’s grace and mercy.  (The Torah with its 
central Ten Commandments which we read about in today’s Old Testament Lesson had been crafted 
during the period of the Exile when Israel’s identity as a race at all was under severe threat).  Who 
was granted full personhood under the law became very narrowed – not women or children or the 
sick or divorced or disfigured or disabled or criminals or the committers of sexual offences or 
foreigners or those supporting foreigners.  This is the full force of Jesus sitting down to eat with so 
called tax collectors and sinners – it’s not just a rather patronising Jesus as a good chap liking 
people like that – Jesus takes their full personhood into account as deserving of respect and 
discussion – his presence is available to them – Simon the leper I am coming to dinner, little girl get 
up, woman great is your faith, Gentile centurion your servant is restored to health, Zaccheus there is 
no need to stay so defended by the height of that tree I am coming to your house, Simon Peter, I 
forgive you.  On and on and on Jesus goes about relocating God’s children.  No wonder those who 
thought they were on the inside of the family feel threatened!  Instead of a religion which builds up 
our defences, and protects us from the personhood of each other by our religious practices, Jesus is 
advocating full connectedness to one another.  “Don’t stop the children coming to me.”  “What do 
you a Samaritan woman have to say to me?”  “Today, robber brother, you will be with me in 
paradise” 
 
Jesus relocates the presence of God.  Jesus relocates the children of God. 
 
Jesus relocates the power of God.  
 



Our defensiveness before one another and before God rests on fear – fear of each other’s challenge 
to our weak ego, fear of a monster God who keeps us running, keeps criticising, keeps judging, 
keeps asking more than we can possibly manage.  
 
Jesus relocates the power of God to self giving over-spilling equally regarding love.  There where lie 
our sharpest memories of failure  
 

- in cultural change and demise 
- in financial crash and insecurity  
- in the closure of our workplace 
- in illness of body 
- in shame of soul 

 
God promises resurrection.  Where we find un-reconciled pain in ourselves and in our world God, 
seen in Jesus, who is the New Temple and the New Law, offers inexhaustible compassion.  Destroy 
this temple and I shall rebuild it in three days. 
 
Back to those old photographs.  I would like to think that I am less a dragon these days than I was 
then – I certainly have far less need to be!  But I suspect the dragon with its defensive scaly wings 
smoulders still, ready to pounce and throw flames when threatened, in me and indeed in all of us.  
 
What this sacred space of Lent affords us is the chance to put down once and for all our images of 
our faith having anything to do with majestic thrones, heavy buildings, immense barriers and 
endless hierarchies of goodness and power – to allow our defences against love to be breached by 
the sight of a vulnerable body hanging on a tree, a “divine scarecrow on a rubbish dump” as Rowan 
Williams calls him, to allow our defences to be breached, (as they were in Etty) by the endless need 
of people all around us as they find their way towards us for love’s sake.  
 
Perhaps, breached and less defended, we ourselves may climb the long steps up to the Temple Door 
and, instead of knocking hard against stone, bronze, and wood, simply put our human hand in his.  
Amen. 
 


